
  

FAQs:  TrueQ™ offset smokers 

1. What materials are your smokers built with? 

Fireboxes and Cooking Chambers are made from Concrete Masonry Units (CMUs) provided to us 
under a national purchasing contract with Home Depot and Lowes.  Delivery of the CMUs is 
included in your purchase price. 

Plate steel components are fabricated from ¼”, 3/16” and 10 gauge plate steel.  Heat 
Management System components are made from very dense, heat resistant silicon (up to 1200F) 
- a temp level the smoker is not even capable of reaching. 

2. On what kind of surface should I build my smoker? 

Your surface should be flat, preferably solid (concrete, deck, etc.), and level end-to-end and side-
to-side.  Being so will ensure a square build which is very important. 

Note: We have tested building and running our smokers on un-level surfaces with chambers that 
are not square and they perform the same as those on level and surfaces with square builds with 
very minor modifications needed. 

Also, you may build your TrueQ™ smoker on a wood deck as our design for wood decks includes 

a 3”, well vented, air barrier below the 3/16” plate steel bottom of the firebox so risk of reaching 
the generally accepted flash point (500F) is minimized. 

3. Do the seams between the CMUs need to be sealed? 

No.  Our patent-pending Heat Management System moves heat and smoke through the cooking 
chamber extremely efficiently and there is virtually no heat or smoke loss. 

If you by chance end up with an un-level or un-square build you may need to caulk a seam if 
absolutely necessary (using Fireblock caulk). 

We also do not recommend applying stucco, tile or stone façade as this will inhibit desired 
moisture to enter the CMU and also inhibit the desired natural breathing of the CMU.  At the same 
time, we also do not believe applying such a façade will impact the performance of smoker in a 
material manner.  



4. It would seem that the drawers would leak heat and smoke where the drawer meets the 
CMU.  Does it?  

No. Not in the slightest. If you have a square build you have a “flush” close.  Also, because our 
patent-pending Heat Management System (HMS) moves heat through the chamber very, very 
efficiently and effectively there is no opportunity for heat or smoke to get “backed up”, if you will, in 
the chamber and then seek an outlet either through seams or gaps between the drawer face and 
CMU. 

In the event you do not have a square build, you may need to add Lavalock gaskets to a drawer 
which will ensure a completely flush close on the drawer against the CMU drawer opening. You 
may purchase Lavalock at your preferred BBQ source.  We recommend 1” wide and ¼” extra 
thick.  

It is important to note that, in our test kitchen, we purposefully built a FahyreDawg smoker which 
was not only NOT square or level end to end or side to side, but was also built on a slightly 
concave surface.  We have virtually no leakage from seams.  On the drawer, we added Lavalock 
gasket to the perimeter of the drawer and we have no leakage. 

Also, you will know if you have a heat leak because the CMU will begin to discolor at any place 
you do.   

5. Do the CMUs crack from the heat? 

Simply stated, and emphatically, no.  Over the past 3 years, we have replaced exactly two (2) 
CMUs on three different test kitchen smokers (and a total of 400 CMUs in total).  Both of those 
were CMUs that were replaced served as intake points and were subject to extreme heat of the 
firebox, and, after turning hot pink eventually dried out a cracked. 

The average cost of a full-sized CMU is $1.65 at your local “big box” store.  A small cost to 
possibly incur vs. the inevitable corrosion that occurs on the firebox of a cast iron smoker. 

6. Are CMUs thermally efficient? 

Yes.  CMUs inherently have exponentially more thermal mass than cast iron/steel plate and serve 
as a natural insulator given all the heat they retain.   The result is favorable fuel efficiency which, 
over time, saves significant dollars. 

7. Since the CMU retains heat, are they hot to the touch? 

No. The exterior surface temperature of the firebox seldom exceeds 150F (with the exception of 
the very face of the firebox closest to the charcoal basket. The exterior surface temperature of the 
cook chamber is seldom higher than ambient air temperature.  All the heat that is not moved out of 
the chamber via the exhaust is stored in the CMUs, and even after 18 hour cooks temps vary very 
little from the above. 

Note:  The CMUs on the very front of the firebox – wherever you place your charcoal basket and 
access door – will become very hot and heat resistance gloves are needed to handle those CMUs 
and the access door. 



8. Why do you claim a TrueQ™ smoker is safer than a traditional cast iron/plate steel 
smoker? 

Very simply because our surface areas do not get hot as the majority of the heat is all held “inside” 
the CMU.  The top level of CMUs on your firebox can literally be used as a seat if you desire. 

It is therefore safer for children and guests who will no doubt be curious and would otherwise be 
potentially seriously burned if skin comes into contact with virtually any part of a traditional cast 
iron/steel plate smoker. 

9. Do I need to insulate the firebox or cook chamber? 

In most climates, no.  The CMUs retain a lot of heat and it is not necessary.  However, even in our 
test kitchen, which is in a hot and humid climate, we have found that insulating the firebox and 
cook chamber does make a difference in heat balance and fuel efficiency. Common sense just 
says it is true.  

For Pitmasters who wish to increase the thermal efficiency – especially those in cold weather 
climates where our TrueQ™ smokers really excel - we recommend filling the core of the CMUs 
with all-purpose sand which will serve to both retain more heat, slow the transfer of heat from the 
chamber to the exterior, but also help retain the natural moisture in the CMU (which is good for the 
CMU and for the quality of your BBQ).  Remember, moist air in the cooking chamber is your 
friend.  We do not recommend stone or concrete as an insulator for a host of reasons. 

10. What do your pending patents pertain to? 

We have five (5) pending patents on our drawer design, construction, and function and our Heat 
Management System (HMS) which includes air intake design and function (Vari-Breeze™), heat 
plate design and function (Var-Draft™ ), and exhaust design and function (Vari-Stack™). 

Our HMS gives the Pitmaster total and precise control over the heat and smoke in the firebox and 
cook chamber ..... an elusive challenge with traditional cast iron/steel plate smokers. 

11. What makes a TrueQ™ smoker “naturally convective”? 

CMUs inherently “breathe” ..... concrete is designed to breathe. As the CMU heats up, the air 
inside the CMU is released back into the cook chamber similar in manner to how a convection 
oven works.  Hence, in addition to the efficient draft and exhaust we generate with our Vari-
Draft™ and Vari-Stack™ designs, the CMUs naturally breathe warm air into the chamber and is 
circulated in the chamber by the natural breathing of the CMU.  The movement of heat and smoke 
through the chamber is essential to great BBQ. 

12. What gauge of plate steel is used on your fabricated components? 

The firebox base 3/16” plate steel.  Firebox top is ¼” plate steel.  All drawer components, including 
drawer faces, are 10 gauge.   Angle irons range from ¾” to 2”.  Chamber leveling plates are either 
3/16” plate steel or 10 gauge, depending on what is needed to ensure a level stack of CMUs, etc. 

Only (approximately) 13% of your TrueQ™ smoker is subject to corrosion which makes it 

exponentially easier to maintain and keep looking fresh and new.  There is also no reason to fret 
over ash left in the firebox as there is nothing for it to corrode.  



13. Why do you suggest dual-fireboxes on some models and even suggest them as 
effective for all models? 

Dual-fireboxes are not at all required. All models function very well with a traditional single firebox 
setup.   

However, in conjunction with our HMS, dual-fireboxes give the Pitmaster complete and precise 
control over the entire cook chamber and allow the Pitmaster to essentially eliminate temperature 
differentials in the chamber.  We definitely recommend dual-fireboxes on larger units, and dual 
fireboxes are a prerequisite on our HawgDawg to ensure proper heat balance and even cook 
times for whole hog given the differences in the shoulders and hams. 

14. Why do you have an integrated drip and water tray? 

It’s really very simple.  Because of our drawer design strategy, we can easily provide dedicated 
space to these beneficial smoker features without compromising cooking area.  The drip tray 
greatly assists in clean up, and, the water tray – easily re-fillable during a cook without opening 
the cook chamber – provides the requisite moist heat needed for great BBQ.  Having them in a 
separate drawer is extremely helpful as the smoker can be managed without affecting heat in the 
chamber.  

15. Your smokers are modular and expandable. Can any chamber size be combined with 
any other? 

Yes.  The Pitmaster is in complete control of the build and design based on your needs.  

Chambers can be combined side by side. Fireboxes can be located at either end (or both). 
Firebox access doors can be placed on any side of the firebox, more than one side, and moved at 
will (for example, you may wish to move your firebox to the opposite end during one a whole to 
take advantage of prevailing winds. You can do so without disassembling the whole smoker).  

Air intakes can be on any or all sides of the firebox to take advantage of changing winds and/or 
seasonal winds all without moving the smoker.  Our patent-pending Var-Breeze™ system makes 

this all possible.    

Cambros can be added and removed at will, and can be front, side or back load at Pitmaster 
preference.  The Grilling Station can also be designed to the Pitmaster’s preference, including 
which wide of the smoker it is located, etc.    

2nd tier grates in each drawer are also removable. FahyreDawg™ 2nd tier grates can also be used 

in the WoolfDawg and BoolDawg designs, allowing for essentially 1 ½ grate levels in those larger 
models where a large/high cut of meat are being smoked with thinner cuts.  

16. At what temperatures does the Cambro hold food? 

The Cambro is built on top of the firebox to take advantage of the heat that emanates from the top 
of the firebox.  Hold temperatures in the Cambro range from 120F to 160F.  The Cambro is also 
easily vented if temps should become undesirable for some reason. 

 



17. What is the space between grates in each drawer? 

Anywhere from 6.5” to 14”, depending Pitmaster needs and whether the removable 2nd tier grate 
is utilized.  Very large bone-in cuts are easily accommodated when the 2nd tier grate is removed 
which is invaluable for hunters and at holiday time when large turkeys, hams, etc., are in demand. 

18. How many square inches of cooking area in on the optional Grilling Station? 

The grilling station has 363 square inches of cooking area (that’s a big grill!).    

19. Do I need to season my plate steel components? 

No. There is no pre-seasoning needed on any of our components. We recommend painting all 
exposed plate steel components immediately upon completion of build and before your first 
smoke. We also recommend you perform a “test smoke” to learn your smoker as every smoker is 
different and will function a little differently in varying climates, etc.  

20. What is the Pitmaster Value Package and is it included on every TrueQ™ smoker? 

Yes, it is included with all smokers and includes the following: 

 Three (3) Maverick XR-50 digital thermometers (that’s a total of 12 probes) 
 One (1) Maverick DF-10 Instant-read Meat Thermometer Fork 
 14” x 14” x 14” raised charcoal basket with handle 
 Custom-smoker and Firebox cover 
 Two (2) Ash Shovels with 2’ handles for each ash removal 
 Galvanized ash bucket 
 Quick-ignite Propane Torch (propane tank not included) 
 One (1) pair of Heat Resistant gloves 
 100 drip-tray absorbent pads for easy clean up (Pitmaster responsible for re-order). 
 Re-useable or returnable 40” x 40” shipping container ($180 credit if returned). 
 Free delivery of Concrete Masonry Units (courtesy) of Home Depot or Lowe’s.  
 On-line build and construction diagrams, including free 3-D software (down-loadable) 
 6/12 on-line and live Pitmaster support 
 Free 1-year membership in your local BBQ4Vets National BBQ Club Chapter 
 Free monthly e-Newsletter 
 Free monthly Pod-cast session on varying topics 

21. How do I build my smoker, how long does it take, and home many people does it take? 

We provide you downloadable software which includes comprehensive build instructions and a 
very helpful “how to” video.  You can build your smoker right from your iPhone from our website as 
well which includes all the build instructions.  We also hold pre-scheduled telephone and/or 
Facetime build consultation at no charge if we know the date and time you plan to build it. 

From the time you have selected and prepared your level build site, and your build materials are 
at the build site, it should take no more than 2 hours from start to finish. 

We also ship in no more  than five (5) days from completion of order (defined as full payment).  

22. How are TrueQ™ smokers customized? 



Multiple ways. It is all the Pitmaster’s choice.  

Combine different chamber models easily.  Singular or dual-fireboxes. Add a Cambro if 
desired.  Need a grilling station? No problem.  Want to customize your colors?  Have at it.  
Favorite team colors for a “man-pit”?  No problem.  Want to build a CMU outdoor kitchen around 
your TrueQ™ smoker?  It’s very easy to do using the same drawers, etc., that are used in your 
smoker. 

23. What is the warranty on your smokers? 

The following items carry a lifetime warranty: 

 Un-exposed steel plate 
 Welds on drawers, drawer faces, drawer handles and grates 
 All 3/16” and ¼” plate components carry a lifetime warranty. 
 All 10 gauge plate 

There is no warranty on a CMU.  If it is not dropped, it should last forever, especially if cleaned 
and stained.  Note: CMUs directly in front of the firebox may eventually dry out and crack and 
need to be replaced at the Pitmaster’s expense (estimated $1.65 per CMU). 

Items included in the Pitmaster Value Package are subject to the underlying warranty of the 
item.  There is no warranty on: 

 Galvanized ash bucket 
 Ash shovels 
 Charcoal basket, though if properly maintained it should provide years of use 
 Smoker cover 
 Heat resistant gloves 
 Rust and corrosion (which should be nil if proper painting materials are used) 

24. Is my purchase of a TrueQ™ smoker a tax deductible contribution to BBQ4Vets? 

Yes. BBQ4Vets is a non-profit corporation domiciled in the State of Texas and also a designated 
501.c.3 charity (EIN  83-4043801).  Consult with your Tax Advisor as to the tax benefits you might 
receive given your personal financial position. 

25. How do I get more information?  

Call us @ 281.542.3525.  We are here to ensure your satisfaction and will take all the time 
necessary to do so.   You may also email from our website.  

 

 


